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BYLAWS OF
A-l TANK RENTAL AND BRINE SERVICE, INCORPORATED

ARTICLE ONE
Offices
The.principal.office of the corporation shall be located
at 355 South 1000 East, City of Vernal, State of Utah.

The

board of directors shall have the power and authority to
establish and maintain branch or subordinate offices at any
other locations as the case may be.
ARTICLE TWO
Stockholders
Section 1.

Annual Meeting.

The annual meeting of the

stockholders shall be held on the 30th day in the month of
October, in each year, beginning with the year 1976, at the
hour of 8:00 o1clock P.m., for the purpose of electing
directors and for the transaction of such other business as
may come before the meeting.

If the day fixed for the

annual meeting shall be a legal holiday in the State of
Utah, such meeting shall be held on the next succeeding
business day.

If the election of directors is not held on

the day designated herein for any annual meeting of the
shareholders, or at any adjournment thereof, the board of
directors shall cause the election to be held at a special
meeting of the stockholders as soon thereafter as is convenie

Section 2.

Special Meetings.

Special meetings of the-

stockholders, for any purpose or purposes, unless otherwise
prescribed by statute, may be called by the president or by
the board of directors, and shall be called by the president
at the request of the holders of not less than Fifty-Two per
cent (52%) of all the outstanding shares of the corporation
entitled to vote at the meeting.
Section 3.

Place of Meeting.

The board of directors

may designate any place within or without the State of Utah,
as the place of meeting for any annual meeting or for any
special meeting called by the board of directors. A waiver
of notice ^signed by all stockholders entitled to vote at a
meeting may designate any place, either within or without
the State of Utah, as the place for the holding of such
meeting.

If no designation is made, or if a special meeting

is otherwise called, the place of meeting shall be the
principal office of the corporation in the City of Vernal, State
of Utah.
Section 4.

Notice of Meeting. Written or printed

notice stating the place, day, and hour of the meeting and
in case of a special meeting, the purpose or purposes for
which the meeting is called shall be delivered not less than
five days nor more than ten days before the date of the
meeting, either personally or by mail, by or at the direction
of the president, or the secretary, or the officer or persons
who called the meeting, to each shareholder of record
- 2-

entitled to vote at such meeting.

If mailed, such notice

shall be deemed to be delivered when deposited in the United
States Mail, addressed to the shareholder at his address as
it appears on the stock transfer books of the corporation,
with postage thereon prepaid.

Notice of each meeting shall

also be mailed-to holders-of stock-not-entitled to vote-7 as
herein provided, but lack of such notice shall not affect
the legality of any meeting otherwise properly called and
noticed.
Section 5.

Closing Transfer Books or Fixing Record Date.

For the purpose of determining stockholders entitled to
notice of, or to vote at, any meeting of stockholders or any
adjournment thereof, or stockholders" entitled "to receive
payment of any dividend, or to make a determination

of

shareholders for any other proper purpose, the board of
directors of the corporation may provide that the stock
transfer books shall be closed for a stated period, but not
to exceed fifteen

days.

If the stock transfer books

shall be closed for the purpose of determining stockholders
entitled to notice of, or to vote at, a meeting of stockholders,
such books shall be closed for at least fifteen
preceding such meeting.

days immediately

In lieu of closing the stock transfer

books, the board of directors may fix in advance a date as
the record date for any such determination of stockholders,
such date in any event to be not more than fifteen days, and
in case of a meeting of stockholders, not less than ten days
- 3 -

prior to the date on which the particular action requiring
such determination of stockholders is to be taken.
If the stock transfer books are not closed and no
record date is fixed for the determination of stockholders
entitled to notice of, or to vote at, a meeting of stockholders,
or of stockholders entitled to notice of, or to vote at, a
meeting of stockholders, or of stockholders entitled to
receive payment of a dividend, the date that notice of the
meeting is mailed or the date on which the resolution of the
board of directors declaring such dividend is adopted, as
the case may be, shall be the record date for such determination
of stockholders.

When a determination of stockholders

entitled to vote at any meeting of stockholders has been
made as provided in this section, such determination shall
apply to any adjournment thereof except where the determination
has been made through the closing of the stock transfer
books and the stated period of closing has expired.
Section 6.

Quorum.

A majority of the outstanding

shares of the corporation entitled to vote, represented in
person or by proxy, shall constitute a quorum at a meeting
of stockholders.

If less than a majority of such outstanding

shares are represented at a meeting, a majority of the
shares so represented may adjourn the meeting from time to
time without further notice.

At such adjourned meeting at

which a quorum is present or represented, any business may
be transacted that might have been transacted at the meeting
as originally notified.

The stockholders present at a duly
- 4 -
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Directors need not be

residents of the State of Utah and need not be stockholders
of the corporation.
Section 3.

Regular Meetings. A regular meeting of the

board of directors shall be held without notice other than
this bylaw immediately after and at the same place as the
annual meeting of stockholders.

The board of directors may

provide, by resolution, the time and place for holding
additional regular meetings without other notice than such
resolution.

Additional regular meetings shall be held at

the principal office of the corporation in the absence of
any designation in the resolution.
Section 4.

Special Meetings.

Special meetings of the

board of directors may be called by or at the request of the
president or any two directors, and shall be held at the
principal office of the corporation or at such other place
as the directors may determine.
Section 5. Notice.

Notice of any special meeting shall

be given at least 48 hours before the time fixed for the
meeting, by written notice delivered personally or mailed to
each director at his business address, or by telegram.

If

mailed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered when
deposited in the United States mail so addressed, with
postage thereon prepaid, not less than five days prior to
the commencement of the above-stated notice period.
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L majority of the remaining directors though less than a

quorum of the board of directors. A director elected to
fill a vacancy shall be elected for the unexpired term of
his predecessor in office. Any directorship to be filled by
reason of an increase in the number of directors shall be
filled by election at an annual meeting or at a special
meeting of stockholders called for that purpose.
Section 9.

Compensation.

By resolution of the board

of directors, the directors may be paid their expenses, if
any, of attendance at each meeting of the board of directors,
and may be paid a fixed sum for attendance at each meeting
of the board of directors or a stated salary as director.
No such payment shall preclude any director from serving the
corporation in any other capacity and receiving compensation
therefor.
Section 10. Presumption of Assent. A director of the
corporation who is present at a meeting of the board of
directors at which action on any corporate matter is taken
shall be presumed to have assented co the action taken
unless his dissent shall be entered in the minutes of the
meeting or unless he shall file his written dissent to such
action with the person acting as the secretary of the meeting
before the adjournment thereof or shall forward such dissent
by registered mail to the secretary of the corporation
immediately after the adjournment of the meeting. Such
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shall be without prejudice to the contract rights, if any,
of the person so removed.
Section 4.

Vacancies.

A vacancy in any office because

of death, resignation, removal, disqualification or otherwise,
may be filled by the board of directors for the unexpired
portion of the term.
Section 5.

Powers and Duties.

The powers and duties

of the several officers shall be as provided from time to
time by resolution or other directive of the board of directors.
In the absence of such provisions, the respective officers
shall have the powers and shall discharge the duties customarily
and usually held and performed by like officers of corporations
similar in organization and business purposes to this corporation.
Section 6.

Salaries.

The salaries of the officers

shall be fixed from time to time by the board of directors,
and no officer shall be prevented from receiving such salary
by reason of the fact that he is also a director of the
corporation.
ARTICLE FIVE
Contracts, Loans, Checks, and Deposits
Section 1.

Contracts.

The board of directors may

authorize any officer or officers, agent or agents to enter
into any contract or execute and deliver any instrument in
the name of and on behalf of the corporation, and such
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or otherwise identified.

The name and address of the

person to whom the shares represented thereby are issued,
with the number of shares and date of issue, shall be
entered on the stock transfer books of the corporation.

All

certificates surrendered to the corporation for transfer
shall be canceled and no new certificate shall be issued
until the former certificate for a like number of shares
shall have been surrendered and canceled, except that in
case of a lost, destroyed, or mutilated certificate, a new
one may be issued therefor on such terms and indemnity to
the corporation as the board of directors may prescribe.
Section 2.

Transfer of Shares.

Transfer of shares of

the corporation shall be made in the manner specified.

The

corporation shall maintain stock transfer books, and any
transfer shall be registered thereon only on request and
surrender of the stock certificate representing the transferred shares, duly endorsed.

The corporation shall have

the absolute right to recognize as the owner of any shares
of stock issued by it, the person or persons in whose name
the certificate representing such shares stands according to
the books of the corporation for all proper corporate purposes
including the voting of the shares represented by the
certificate at a regular or special meeting of stockholders,
and the issuance and payment of dividends on such shares.
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RTICLE SEVEN
E iscal Tear
The fiscal year of the corporation shall begin on the 1st
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in writing, signed by the person or persons entitled to
such notice, whether before or after the time stated therein,
shall be deemed equivalent to the giving of such notice.
ARTICLE ELEVEN
Amendments
These bylaws may be altered, amended,-or repealed and
new bylaws may be adopted by the board of directors at any
regular or special meeting of the board; provided, however,
that the number of directors shall not be increased or
decreased nor shall the provisions of Article Two, concerning
the stockholders, be substantially altered without the prior
approval of the stockholders at a regular or special meeting
of the stockholders, or by written consent. Changes in and
additions to the bylaws by the board of directors shall be
reported to the stockholders at their next regular meeting
and shall be subject to the approval or disapproval of the
stockholders at such meeting.

If no action is then taken by

the stockholders on a change in or addition to the bylaws,
such change or addition shall be deemed to be fully approved
and ratified by the stockholders.
ARTICLE TWELVE
Stockholders ' Agreement
It is hereby agreed by and between the five principal stockholders that all of the stock holders will remain as employees
of Dalbo, Inc. for a period of three years commencing October 1,
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CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. MCKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorney's for the Plaintiff
53 South 200 East
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone (801) 789-4908
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

DAN H. McKEE
Plaintiff,
COMPLAINT
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDell SLAUGH, MARK
H. MCKEE,MARK BATTY and
A-1 TANK RENTAL <Sc BRINE
SERVICE INCORPORATED, a
Utah Corporation,

Civil No.

\\

Defendants,

Plaintiff for cause of action alleges that:
1.

Plaintiff is a resident of Uintah County, Utah.

Defendant, Williams, is a resident of Uintah County, Utah.
Defendant, A-1 Tank Rental & Brine Service Incorporated,
is doing business in Uintah County, Utah.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
2.

A-1 Tank Rental & Brine Service Inc. was incorporated

in the State of Utah on June 28, 1976.
3.

Plaintiff was a director and an incorporator of

A-1 Tank Rental & Brine Service
4.

Incorporated.

Plaintiff is a shareholder of A-1 Tank Rental

& Brine Service Incorporated.
5.

When A-1 Tank Rental & Brine Service Incorporated

was incorporated it failed to issue certificates evidencing
the shares owned by the shareholders.
6.

Defendant, Williams, is the President and majority

shareholder of A-1 Tank Rental & 3rine Service Incorporated.

7.

Defendant, Williams, is also the President and

majority shareholder of a corporation known as Dalbo Incorporated.
8.

The Plaintiff was employed by Dalbo Incorporated

and A-l Tank Cental & Brince Service Incorporated.
9.

Plaintiff eventually terminated his employment

with Dalbo Incorporated and A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service
Incorporated.
10.

As as result of Plaintiff terminating his employment

Defendant, Williams, now contends that Plaintiff is not a
shareholder of A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service Incorporated,
notice is not given to Plaintiff of shareholder meetings
and Plaintiff does not have the benefits he is entitled to
as a shareholder.
11.

Plaintiff has made written demand on Defendant,

Williams, to allow Plaintiff to inspect the books and records
of A-l tank Rental 5c Brine Service Incorporated and Defendant,
Williams, has refused that request.
12.

Plaintiff has requested that a certificate be

issued to him evidencing his ownership of A-l Tank Rental
& Brine Service Incorporated and that request was refused.
13.

Plaintiff requests the assistance of the Court,

through discovery, in investigating the actions of Defendant,
Williams, and in the event it is determined that Defendant,
Williams, has wrongfully appropriated assets of A-l Tank
Rental St Brine Service that Plaintiff be allowed to amend
this Complaint to include a shareholders derivative action
and that Plaintiff be awarded his costs and attorney fees
incurred in investigating the actions of Defendant, Williams.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
As an alternative to Plaintiff's First Cause of Action
Plaintiff alleges that:
1.

The corporate attribute of A-l Tank Rental &

Brine Service Inc. should be disregarded and the business
treated as a general partnership.
2.

The corporate attributes should be disregarded

because:
a.

No bylaws have been adopted.

b.

No certificates of stock ownership have been

c.

Shareholders meetings and directors meeting

issued.

have not been held as required by statute.
3.

The business known as A-l Tank Rental & Brine

Service Inc. has been treated by the parties as a partnership and the owners of the business have disregarded the
corporate attributes of the business.
4.

The owners and partners of A-l Tank Rental &

Brine Service Inc. are the Plaintiff and Defendants Lloyd
LaDell Slaugh, Mark H. McKee, Mark Batty and Robert H.
Williams.
5.

Plaintiff has been denied his rights as a partner

including; income from the business, the right to examine
the books and the right to participate in management
decisions.
60

Plaintiff is entitled to an accounting of the

business and pursuant to Utah Code Ann $48-1-29 a decree
of dissolution of the business
WHEREFORE Plaintiff Prays that:
1«

A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service be Ordered to

issue to Plaintiff a certificate evidencing Plaintiff's
ownership of the corporation.
2.

The books and records of A-l Tank Rental & Brine

Service Incorporated be provided to Plaintiff for his
inspection.
3.

Judgment be awarded against Defendant, Williams,

in the amount of 107» of the value of the shares owned by
Defendant, Williams, pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §16-10-47.
4.

Plaintiff be allowed to fully investigate the

activities and transactions of A-l Tank Rental & Brine
Service Incorporated and if it is discovered that Defendant,
Williams has wrongfully appropriated assets of the corporation
that Plaintiff be allowed to amend this Complaint to ndd a
shareholders derivative action.
5.

In the alternative, that the Court rule that the

busiri ss is a partnership, that an accounting be required
and then that the business be dissolved and the Plaintiff
awarded his proportionate share of the business.
6.

The Court award Plaintiff such other relief as it

deems just and equitable.

DATED this

,1 ( day of

O^^J^^JJJU

, 198J_.

NIELSEN 5c SENIOR

A^vNXyUxtA.x;i
Gayle^F. McKeachnie

Clark B. Allred
Plaintiffs address:
2960 North 500 East
Vernal, Utah 84078

JOHN C. 3EASLIN of
Bcaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
Attorney for Defendants
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1
Vernal, ULah 84078
Telephone: 789-1201

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. MCKEE,
Plaintiff,

A N S W E R

vs.
Civil NO.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, and
others as set forth in
their Complaint,

\\

,1'jb

]
.

Defendants.

.

COMES NOW, the Defendants above-named and in Answer to
the alligations contained in Plaintiff's Complaint, and admits,
denies, and alleges as follows:
FIRST DEFENSE
The Complaint fails to state a cause of action against any
of the above-named Defendants upon which relief can be granted.
SECOND DEFENSE
Defendants admit that the Plaintiff is a resident of
Uintah County, and that all of the other Defendants are sole
residence of Uintah County.

The Corporation also admits that

it is doing business in Uintah County, State of Utah.
THIRD DEFENSE
In answering the first cause of action the Defendants state
as follows:
1.

Admits the alligations contained in paragraphs 1 and 2.

2.

Defendants deny

that Plaintiff is a share holder of

A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Incorporation.
The Defendants Corporation, A-l Tank Rental and Brine
Service was incorporated and the effective date as set in the
Corporation was October 1, 1975, when there was a contribution

by the Plaintiff above-named together with Robert H. Williams,
J and the above-named Defendants, except Ted McSride who was
I originaly one of the incorporators.
The Corporation further states that by-laws were in fact
drafted and prepaired for signatures of the share holders in
the corporation and a copy of the same are herewith attached.

I
I In viewing article Twelve (12) a particular agreement

was m»de

I between all of the stock holders, due to the fact that A-l, was
a new Corporation and all of the individuals were employed by
Dalbo, that if they did not remain with the Dalbo Inc. for a
i period of three years from October 1, 1975, that they would
merely received back the

return of their investment together

i,

with interest thereon at 10 per cent.
I

The said Plaintiff terminated his employment with A-l at

|j his personal request on April 30, 1978, and did not fulfill
the three year requirement as set forth in the by-laws which
|] were prepaired for the Corporation.

Defendants further state

i

il that the said Tin McKee, was employed by Dalbo until January 1,
• 1977, when at that time his employment was paid by A-l and he
! received a gross salary of $1,750.00 from January 1, 1977, until
June 30, 1977.

The said Plaintiff then at his own request,

requested that he take off the summer and not work for A-l,
and did not return to work for A-l until November 1, 1977, and
stayed with the said Corporation until April 30, 1978.

At that

I time he personally terminated his own employment with A-l and
has not done anything for A-l since that time nor does he intend
I
I

On October 1, 1975, four of the stock holder loaned to the

I Corporation the sum of $11,887.50, and promissory notes were
prepaired at that time.

All of the stock holders including

Robert H. Williams have been paid in full both the amount that
they but into the said Corporation with interest and the final
I
payment was made to Dan McKee, on June 9, 1981, and he was paid
-2-

in full the

amount of .ontribution together with interest there-

on from October 1, 1975.
In answer paragraph 5, the said Corporation A-l Tank Rental
did not have any money to purchase equipment and the said major
stock holder with a 50 per one percent interest, Robert H.
Williams contributed a brine pit that he owned personally to
the Corporation, and received in exchange therefore the sum of
2550 shares of stock.

Each of the other four stock holders

at that time received 612.50 shares, which represented a total
of 49% for the parties who were the incorporators.

Due to the

fact that none of the individuals would sign personally for
money to be obtained to start A-l Tank Rental the said Robert
H. Williams together with Dalbo Inc. , a Utah Corporation, and
Robert H. Williams wife, Mileta P. Williams, signed on all the
leaseing arrangements with the First Security Bank of Utah,
and ITT both personally as well as for the Corporation.

Each

of the stock holders knew that they would receive if they stayed
with Dalbo for a period of three years their shares which were
represented in the sum of 612.50 shares of stock in the Corporation.
The record should further state that tax returns with a
September 30, closing have been filed by the corporation and
no other tax returns have been filed except as a corporate returr
since its inseption.
3.

Defendant Robert H. Williams admits that he is the

President and ownes 51% of the stock in A-l Tank Rental.^
4.

Defendant Robert H. Williams admits that he is in

fact President and major stock holder of Dalbo Inc.
Defendant Robert H. Williams further states that he has
personally signed for all of the money received to have A-l
function as a Corporation and personally guarenteed loans through
out the entirity of the A-l Coporation, and without which the
Corporation would not of survived.
-3-

Defendant Robert H. Williams

further status that without his personal guarantee and the line I
of credit of Dalbo Inc., that A-1 would not have started business!
nor could it have surivived without his personal
loans.

guarenteed

Defendant further alleges that none of the other stock

holders were willing to personally guarentee their personal
assets
5.

holdings as against

I
'

the borrowing for the Corporation. '

In answering paragraph 8 of the Complaint in the

j

first cause of action Defendant admits that Plaintiff was

|

employed by Dalbo Inc., and A-1 Tank Rental, but that he was
only on payroll of A-1 Tank Rental as set forth in the proceeding,
paragraphs.
6.

Defendants state that Plaintiff did terminate his

j

employment with Dalbo and A-1, and further that he did so on

•

April 30, 1978, and was within the three year period as set

j

forth in the by-laws in which he was to receive his interest
in said Corporation.

His failure to comply with the

terms of

the by-laws and the agreement of the parties terminated his
receiving any stock position or doing anything further with
the Corporation.

j

Defendants further state that the said PlaintiCf

did nothing further with reference to assisting or helping A-1
Tank Rental, since April 30, 1978, and is now presently in
competition with said Dalbo and A-1 Tank Rentals.
Defendants further state that the said Plaintiff terminated j
at his own request in order that he might maintain his ranch
and cattle operation, and that was the reason that he gave for
leaving Dalbo and A-1 on April 30, 1978.
7.

~~

In answering paragraph 10, Defendants again deny based

upon the employment agreement between the parties and the establishment of A-1 Tank Rental as a Corporation, that the said
Plaintiff is not now nor has he been a share holder, and was
not entitled to receive

his shares until

the indebtedness

owed by the Corporation was paid to either Robert H. Williams
or to the lending institutions upon which he personally guarenteed.

Upon either of those events being accomplished and the passing
of the three year period the said Plaintiff would of then re-

j

ceived his stock position

i

Failing to do so the Plaintiff

does not now have a position

to receive any stock in said

Corporation, and is not a share holder and lost that interest
on his termination which was April 30, 1978.
8,

Defendant admits that the Plaintiff made a written

demand to.inspect the books and records of A-l Tank Rental and

i

was refussed and it should be deteremined by the Court as to
whether or not he is a stock holder prior to his having any

[
i

right to

,

9.

inspect the books and records of said Corporation.
In answering paragraph 12 the Defendants as stock

|

holders of A-l, deny that the Plaintiff is entitled to a certificate ownership in A-l Tank Rental as he is not entitled to

I

the same.
10.

In answering paragraph 13 the Defendants deny each and

|

every alligation contained therein.
ANSWER TO SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
Defendants answer the second cause of action as follows:
1.

Defendants deny

I

that the A-l Tank Rental and Brine

Service should be treated as a general

partnership as that is

I

not the understanding of the parties who started the Corporation
and further all of the tax returns for the said Corporation

j

have been filed in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah,
and the federal government and as such it is a Corporation.

The

parties never have been treated as a partnership.
2.
this

In answering paragraph 2 the Defendants alleged that

is a closed Corporation and not a public Corporation, and

the fact that the by-laws were not adopted by the closed Corporation does not surrender the articles invaild nor the operation
of the business.
The Defendant further state that they have meetings nerely
every day because the five stock holders of the Corporation are
-5-

all meeting and working together every business day and hold
meetings Tor the Corporation every day and make decisions concerning the same.

In addition thereto the stock holders make

joint dec:'iions with reference to the said Corporation.
3.

The Defendant deny the allegations contained in par-

agraph 3 based upon the above.
4.

Defendants admit that the parties set forth in paragraph)
i

4, are in fact the stock holders of the Corporation and are not ;
i

partners.*
5.

I

The Defendant deny the Plaintiff is in fact a member

!

of the Corporation and further state that he terminated is
employment and has done nothing to assist the Corporation since |
April 30, 1973, and has never asserted any rights of any kind
what so ever until the filing of this action.

'

Defendants further

state that the said Plaintiff is not entitled to examine the
books or to participate in any of the management decisions due
to the fact that at his own request he ceased being a stock
holder in the Corporation and thereby terminated his rights to

i

remain as such.
i

6.

Denies the allegations contained in paragraph 6.

I

Defendants further state that they have not and did not

I

receive a salary from A-l Tank Rental until July of 1979.

The

Corporation has never declared dividend, but the Defendants and
each of them have all received back their initial investment in
Corporation which were made as loans ard the stock was to be
issued to the various stock holders as their interest may appear.
WHEREFORE, Defendants, and each of them, prays as follows:
1.

That the Court find that the said Plaintiff does not

now have any interest in A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service,
Incorporation, as he terminated his employment and therefore
is not entitled to participate as a stock holder.
2.

That the said Plaintiff has not made in contribution of

any kind what so ever since his termination on April 30, 1978 ,
-6-

and therefore is not entitled to receive any of the benefits
of said Corporation.
3.

That the Court make a determination that A-l Tank

Rental is in fact a true corporation based upon the facts and
circumstances.
4.

For such other and further relief as to the Court

seems just and equitable in the proceedings.
DATED this ,2-3V day of February, 1982.
\SLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT

Defendant Address:
355 South 1000 East
Vernal, Utah 840 78
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Answer to Clark B. Allred, Attorney for Plaintif
53 South 200 East, Vernal, Utah 34078, this 41!^
1982, postage prepaid.

Sheri T. Bowden

-7-

day of F.,-bLuary

JOHN C. BEASLIN of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
Attorney for Defendant
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1

7ernai, Utah
Telephone:

r

FILED
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JLf
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,
ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES

vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and
A-l TANK RENTAL & BRINE
SERVICE, INCORPORATED, a
Utah Corporation,

Civil No. U yy*j

Defendants.

COMES NOW Defendants and hereby answer Plaintiff's
Interrogatories as follows:
1.

Attached to the Defendants answer was a set of alleged

Bylaws of the corporation.

However those Bylaws were not signed.

Please state whether the Plaintiff ever signed those Bylaws, and
if so the date and also state whether any of the other Defendants
x

signed the Bylaws and if so the date.

If the Bylaws have been

I adopted, please state the date of the meeting at which they were
!adopted, the place of the meeting and all parties present and the
•vote that was taken in adopting the Bylaws.
I

i'

ANSWER:

Plaintiff did not sign the Bylaws attached to the

!Defendants* Answer but they were prepared and discussed by all
j of the shareholders in the corporation and agreed to by them even
ithough not signed.

The Bylaws apparently were not formally adopt-

Ied by the Board but were in the possession of the corporation
[shortly after organized.

2.

State the date of employment of each of the Defendants

by Dalbo, Inc., and by A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc.
ANSWER:

i

Robert H. Williams, Dalbo, December 2, 1969;

|

I

Mark McKee, Dalbo, August 19, 1972; LaDell Slaugh, Dalbo,

!

December 2, 1969; and Mark Batty, A-l Tank, November 1, 1974.

|

3.

State the dollar amount of each payment made to the

I Plaintiff by A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc., the date of
each payment, and the purpose of the payment.
ANSWER:

Payments to Plaintiff:

\ DATE

INTEREST

14-1-75
10-1-76
5-18-77
'10-12-77

$594.38
693.35
588.25
495.30

i| 1 2 - 5 - 7 7
11-5-78
12-5-78
I 3-5-78
I'4-5-78
l| 7 - 1 2 - 7 8
l! 6 - 2 2 - 7 9

683.18
687.75

! 4-14-80
j6-9-80

515.79
551.60

PRINCIPAL

$1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

4,000.00
2,877.50

The purpose of the payment was to repay to the Plaintiff
and all of the other stockholders the money they put into the
initial corporation, together with interest thereon at Ten per
, cent (10%) per annum.

The Plaintiff was repaid his Promissory

iNote dated October 1, 1975 in the total sum of ELEVEN THOUSAND
l

EIGHT HUNDRED EIGHTY-SEVEN AND 50/100 DOLLARS ($11,887.50) plus
interest.
|.
i

4. State the names of all members of the Board of Directors

of A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., and the Chairman of the

i

j Board.
t

|
(

ANSWER:

Members of Board of Directors are Robert H. William^

Chairman of the Board; Mark McKee; Mark Batty; LaDell Slaugh,

I members of the Board.

5.

State the name and position of each of the officers

|

of A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc.
I

ANSWER:

Robert H. Williams, President; Mark McKee, Secretary;

I and Mark Batty, Director.
Ji

6.

As it relates to the Board of Directors and the officers,,

state the date that each was elected or appointed to that
1

i

'J position.
i!

||
ANSWER: Robert H. Williams, President October 1, 1975, and I
[Mark McKee, Secretary April 20, 1978.
j
il

I
7. As it relates to any stock that has been issued by
IA-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., state the person to whom

'
!

'stock was issued, the number of shares issued and the date the
i

|j stock was issued.
I

ANSWER:

|

Stock was issued for tax purposes as follows

|| October 1, 1975:

I

Robert H. Williams 2,550 shares; Lloyd LaDell

!

il Slaugh 612.50 shares; Mark H. McKee 612.50 shares; Dan H. McKee
f

ii

1612.50 shares, and Ted McBride 612.50 shares.

April 15, 1976,

i Robert H. Williams sold 612.50 shares to Mark Batty.
Ted McBride transferred his 612.50 shares to Robert H. Williams.
Stock Certificates were issued on April 23, 1982.
i

\

8.

State the date of the last Directors Meeting and the

j

''parties present.
ANSWER:
I1982.

The last Directors Meeting was held January 14,

I

Those present were Mark Batty, Mark McKee, LaDell Slaugh,

j and Robert Williams.
9.

State the date of the last annual shareholders meeting

jand the people present.
j

ANSWER:

[corporation.

There are no such meetings since it is a closed
Directors are the shareholders and they meet almost

jon a daily basis.

j

- 3 -

DATED this

//

day of June, 1982.
A-l TANK RENTAL & BRINE SERVICE, INC

By_
obert H.'Williams, President !
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT

By > % ^ ? W
f

v

L^tP^^^g*"^-

/John C. Beaslin

J3TATE OF UTAH

)
j

COUNTY OF UINTAH

c5

)

ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, the Defendant above named, being duly
sworn, deposes and says:

That I have read the foregoing Answers

to Interrogatories, and know

the contents thereof, and the same

is true of my own knowledge, except as to the matters stated
therein on information and belief, and as to those matters I
believe it to be true.

/Robert H. Willia
illiams

I

'
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

//*"
A»

day of June,

1982.

Notary Public
Residing in Vernal, Utah

84078

My Commission Expires:

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the)
foregoing Answers to Interrogatories to Clark B. Allred, Esq.,
Attorney for Plaintiff, 53 South 200 East, Vernal, Utah
on the

/&

dav of

June, 1982.

- 4-

84078,

JUL 2 7/932
H Cu

CLARK B. AT.LRED
GAYLE F. MCKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Stroet
Vernal, UL.ih 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908

' ---clciiK
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF"UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

DAN H. McKEE,
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT
LaDELL
McKEE,
TANK &
a Utah

H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
SIAUGH, MARK H.
M^rtK BATTY and A-l
BRINE SERVICE, INC.,
Corporation,
Civil No. 11,253

Defendants.

Plaintiff, Dan H. McKee, submits the following Memorandum in
Support of his Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
FACTS
The
Discovery

following

facts

filed herein.

are

admitted

in

Based on these

the

Pleadings

facts the Plaintiff

and
is

entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
1.
A-l

Tank

On January
Rental

1, 1976, the Articles of

and

Brine

Service,

Inc.,

Incorporation
were

signed.

for
The

incorporators were Robert H. Williams, Lloyd LaDell Slaugh, Mark
H. McKee, Dan H. McKee and Ted McBride.

The Board of

were the same individuals as the incorporators.

Directors

See the copy of

Articles of Incorporation produced pursuant to Discovery.
2.

At the time of incorporation, shares in the corporation

were held as follows:
Robert H. Williams:

2,550

shares

Lloyd LaDell Slaugh:

612.5

shares

Mark H. McKee:

612.5

shares

Dan H. McKee:

612.5

shares

Ted McBride:

612.5

shares

See Answer to Interrogatory No.7.
3.

Stock certificates evidencing the share ownership were

not issued until April 23, 1982.
issue

a

stock

certificate

to

The corporation has refused to
Dan

H.

Interrogatory No. 7 and paragraph

McKee.

9 of page

See

Answer

to

5 of Defendants'

Answer.
4.

The

reason given by

the

Defendants

for refusing

to

issue a stock certificate to the Plaintiff is that his shares
were forfeited when he terminated his employment: with A-1 Tank
Rental and Brine Service, Inc., in April of 1978, pursuant to
Article 12 of the Bylaws of the corporation.

See paragraph 2 of

the Third Defense as set forth in Defendants* Ansv/er (page 2).
5.

The Bylaws were not signed by the Plaintiff or any of

the Defendants. See Answer to Interrogatory No. 1,,
6.

The Bylaws were not adopted by the corporation.

See

/nswer to Interrogatory No. 1.
7.

All of

the

shareholders

have

been

reimbursed

their

investment in the corporation together with interest even though
they remained employed and their share ownership has not been
forfeited.

See

last paragraph

on

page

2 of

the Defendants'

Answer.
DISCUSSION
When

a corporation

refuses

to

issue

to a

shareholder a

certificate evidencing his ownership in the corporation a suit in
equity seeking an Order compeling issuance of the certificate of
stock is an appropriate remedy.
Transfer of Stock 74.
90, 99 P 454

Mundt vs. Commercial National Bank 35 Utah

(1909) and Nash vs. Alpine Irrigation Company 58

Utah 84, 197 P 603
Service,

22 ALR 2d Remedy for Refusal of

Inc.,

(1921).

has

refused

Since A-1 Tank Rental and Brine
to

issue

to

the

Plaintiff

a

certificate evidencing his ownership of 612.5 shares he has filed
this action requesting that the Court direct the corporation to
issue the certificate.
2

The defense raised by the corporation in refusing to issue
the certificate is that Article 12 of the Bylaws provides that if
a party fails to remain an employee of Dalbo, Inc., for a period
of three (3) years then his interest is forfeited and since the
Plaintiff terminated his employment with A-l Tank Rental & Brine
Service, Inc., as well as Dalbo in April of 1978 his interest is
therefor forfeited.
That defense lacks legal recognition and enforcement for two
(2) reasons.
1.
and

The Bylaws were not adopted or signed by the parties

the present

shareholders

have

not

acted

pursuant

to

the

provisions of Article 12.
2.

A corporation does not have power to expel a member or

to declare a forfeiture of his stock.
It

is

the

general

recognized

rule

that

a

corporation,

organized for profit, has no power, merely as an incident to its
incorporation, to expel a member or declare a forfeiture of its
stock.

A corporation may not adopt a Bylaw imposing forfeiture

of stock or of any other corporate interest as a penalty unless
that power is set forth and granted by statute or charter.

18 Am

Jur 2d Corporations §473.

See also Budd vs. Mullnomnah St.Ry.Co.

15* P. 659 (Oregon 1887) .

Non profit organizations do have the

right to expel a member and forfeit his interest but only upon
meeting due process requirements of a hearing etc.

Further more

forfeitures are not favored in law and forfeiture provisions must
be strictly construed against the one who seeks to enforce them.
Russell vs. Park City Utah Corporation 548 P2d 889 (Utah 1976) .
Berquist vs. Jenoner and Daly 520 P2d 1066 (California 1974).
party

claiming

forfeiture

of

title

must

forfeiture by clear and convincing proof.

prove

his

right

A
to

New Mercer Mining vs.

South Mercer Minim? 128 P2d 269, 102 Utah 131.
The

general

Defendants.

rule

There

is

does
no

not

support

provision
3

the
in

defense

the

of

the

Articles

of

Incorporation or in the statutes of the State of Utah which allow
the forfeiture of individuals stock ownership because he fails to
work as an employee

for a separate

corporation.

The

actions

taken by the Defendants in seeking to forfeit the Plaintiff's
interest are prohibited by law and should not be uphelf by the
Court.
Even if the Bylaws, Articles or statutes of the State of
Utah allowed the forfeiture of the Plaintiff's shares the actions
taken

by

interest.
adopted

the

Defendants

would

not

forfeit

the

Plaintiff's

The Bylaws were not signed by the parties, were not

and

therefore

are

not

enforceable.

Furthermore

the

parties have not complied with the provisions of Article 12 of
the Bylaws.

Article 12 provides that if a party's shares are

forfeited then he will be repaid his investment plus interest.
It is obvious that the parties did not agree to be bound by
Article 12 because in the spring of 1976 soon after the Articles
of

Incorporation

were

filed

the

corporation

started

making

interest payments to all the shareholders on the promissory notes
that had been

given

for

the

loans

made

to

the

corporation.

Furthermore, not only has the Plaintiff been paid for his loan to
the corporation as evidenced by a promissory note, but all the
other

Defendants

have

been

repaid

their

loans

together

interest and were still issued a certificate evidencing

with
their

ownership*
The defense raised by the Defendants is barred as a matter
of law and against public policy and furthermore the Bylaw that
the Defendants now seek to enforce was not agreed to, not adopted
and has not been complied with.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully

requests that the Court

rule that his interest has not been forfeited and direct that he
be issued a certificate evidencing his ownership of 612.50 shares

4

of stock in A-1 Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc.
DATED this 2 ^ day of July, 1982.

Clark 1*. Allred
Attorney for Plaintiff
By; >A K i A ^ ^(\O1/U»JA>A1^
_~
Gayle 5A
m McKeachn
McKeachnie
ley for Plai
Attorney
Plaintiff
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF UINTAH

)

)

SS.

Cheryl W. Haws, being duly sworn, says:
That she is employed in the office of NIELSEN & SENIOR
Gayle F. McKeachnie and Clark B. Allred, attorneys for
Dan H. McKee

herein: tha,t she served the

attached Memorandum in Support of Motion for upon counsel
Partial Summary Judgment
by placing a true and correct copy thereon in an envelope
addressed to:
John Beaslin
BEASLIN, NYGAARD
COKE & VINCENT
185 North Vernal Ave.
Vernal, Utah 84078

and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage
prepaid thereon, in the United States mail at Vernal, Utah,
on the

Q/^day

of

^yf r (L

19Q„

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

Q .'. 0i t

, 198 «?

Xf$

day of

.

7
NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at Vernal, Utah
My Commission Expires:

f

sfyJb* / „ ,

/J/QSK-C

' ..^.. L e D
JOHN C. BEASLIN of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
Attorney for Defendants
by,
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: 78 9-1201

AUG 3 1 1982
' rt. u u w ( v , OL£n
-DcfUTY

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.
ROBERT
LaDELL
McKEE,
TANK &
a Utah

H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
SLAUGH, MARK H.
MARK 3ATTY and A-l
BRINE SERVICE, INC
Corporation,

Ul >

Defendants..

o < Z J *

«*

• 5•
*2 o =

an III
K ° 2

Si!
0 <

Civil No. 11,253

< =*

Defendants above-named hereby submit the following
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion for a Partial Summary
Judgment.

z >«
^-S g!
Z oe *•
1 P 9

FACTS
The Defendants herein state that a corporation to be known
as A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc., was to be established
with the incorporators being Robert H. Williams, Lloyd LaDell
Slaugh, Mark ff. McKee, Dan H, McKee and Ted McBride.
The Defendants further state and allege that the said
Robert H. Williams was going to own 51% of said stock and that
the others were to receive their stock and that there was to be
a contribution in relationship to the stock to be delivered.
It was further agreed by and between all of the parties, that the
said Lloyd LaDell Slaugh, Mark H. McKee, Dan H. McKee and Ted
McBride would contribute to the said corporation cash in the sum
of $11,877.50.

It was also agreed that the sum would be repaid

together with interest thereon at 10% per annum as tha corporation
progressed.

Also and as a part of the corporate intent was that the
individuals knew that they could not buy the equipment and all
the trucks needed and necessary to conduct the business without
the aid and assistance and financial support of Dalbo, Inc., a
Utah corporation, and the individual financial statement of
Robert H. Williams.
The corporation was then formed together with the parties
I

as indicated in the Memorandum of the Plaintiff.
Also as a consideration for the stockholders other than

'Mr. Williams gaining their interest in the corporation, was the
,fact that they had agreed by the By-laws, which were not signed
jby the individuals, that they would stay on as employees of
jDalbo, Inc.,as it was Dalbo who was going to assist them in

I
|getting started with this new corporation and new venture.
j

It was also the intent and purpose of the new corporation

to benefit the employees of Dalbo who had contributed to the
success of Dalbo and share in the ownership of the new corpo!
ration, separate and apart from Dalbo.
.

The By-laws provided in Section 12 thereunder that if a

party failed to remain as an employee for a three year period
of Dalbo, Inc., then he would forfeit any stock position that
'he might have and would in effect, receive his contribution
II

!itogether with interest thereon in full settlement of his failure
ijto comply with the By-laws.

This provision was made clear and

'understood by the stockholders and agreed on at the initial
[inception of A-l Tank and Brine Service, Inc.
•[
ij
I

DISCUSSION
POINT ONE
Tn answer to the question of the adoption of the By-laws by

I

the members of the corporation, it is stated and clearly spelled
il
'out in 18 Am Jur 2d Corporations Section 161 and other Sections
i

'thereafter that the By-laws are solely for the purpose of
'[Conducting internal affairs of the corporation.

I

-2-

If the charter or general laws prescribe any formalties as
to the adoption of by-laws, they should be observed, but by-laws
may be adopted as well by the acts and conduct of a corporation
as by its vote or adoption in writing, unless it is otherwise
provided.

18 Am Jur 2d - Corporations - Section 16 4, page 6 96-7.

Thus, by-laws prepared and approved at a stockholders' meeting
held before recording the Articles of Incorporation, if they
are afterwards relied on and treated as by-laws of the corporatio]
by the directors and stockholders, must be regarded as in law
the by-laws of the corporation.
Volume 8, Fletcher Cyclopedia - Corporation, Chapter 50,
Section 417 3 entitled "Mode of Adoption, and Formal Requisites",
states at page 652:
"In the absence of any statutory or charter provision of the subject, no particular formality is
ordinarily requisite to their adoption. As a
general rule they need not be under seal nor even
in writing. Likewise, it seems that an express
vote is not necessarily essential to the valid
adoption of by-laws, and it has been held that they
may be adopted as well by the conduct of the corporation and the acts and conduct of its officers
as by an express vote for an adoption in a meeting.
Custom or usage, where long continued and
invariably pursued and not repugnant to any statutory or charter provisions, may acquire the legal
force and effect of a by-law, but it cannot prevail
over express provisions of statutes specifying an
exclusive mode for the adoption of by-laws.
"Mere informality or irregularity in the mode of
adopting by-laws may be waived and long continued
acceptance of, or acquiescence in, such irregularly
adopted by-laws may estop a member to object to
them on that ground."
The parties were in agreement when the By-laws were drafted.
A by-law is a self-imposed rule, resulting from an agreement or
contract between the corporation and its members to conduct the
corporate business in a particular way.
162 at 695.

18 Am Jur 2d, Section

Construing the by-laws as a contract between the

corporation and its members, the contract should be enforceable
by interpreting the drafting of the by-laws as the entering

into the contract and the continuation of the corporate existence
as assent to the rules and regulations provided in the by-laws.
Thus, through an analogy argument, the by-laws should carry the
force of a properly executed and adopted by-law of the corporatioi
making the parties subject thereto.
Attached hereto (Exhibit A) are the affidavits of Lloyd
LaDell Slaugh and Mark McKee, wherein they state that they knew
and were aware of the requirement as set forth in Article 12,
even though the By-laws were not signed by the members of the
corporation.
I

Due to the fact that the By-laws were an internal control

'as to what the members would do among themselves and understood
i

as such then it becomes clear that the parties knew and understooc
I that in order to obtain their position in the corporation, they
i

has to remain for the three year period with Dalbo.

The record

further shows that the Plaintiff did not stay with Dalbo for the
'three year period and in fact on April 30, 1978, prior to the time

i
'that the three year period had run, from the date of incorporatior
i

he voluntarily quit work and returned to his farm.

Subsequent

.thereto some three years and 8 months later, he then files a
jComplaint on December 31, 1981 alleging that he is still the
owner of stock when in fact he never did present that argument
to the Defendant A-l Tank and Brine Service, Inc., when he left
!
•their employment.
The facts are clear that the said Plaintiff should be
estopped from asserting a right which he knew was not available
i

,to him based upon the By-laws that he was aware of.

He is in the

same position as the other stockholders and failing to comply
.with the rules as set forth in the By-laws, even though not signed
by the members of the corporation, and he is not entitled to

I
ireceive the benefit there from.

POINT TWO
The Plaintiff's Memorandum indicates that the corporation
does not have power to expel a member or to declare a forfeiture
of stock but the distinction is to be made that the corporation
did not propose to take* away any stock belonging to the Plaintiff
but was in the By-laws which is the internal regulation and
government of the corporation.
It does not appear in the Articles of Incorporation or
any other document excet the By-laws and due to the fact that the
'members agreed to the declaration, it would appear that they are
!entitled to make their own rules and regulations with reference
,j to certain criteria as may be required in order to set out their
!

| own rules.

|!

I would agree that the general rule would be that there

II
; c o u l d n o t b e a f o r f e i t u r e b u t i t s e e m s r a t h e r iron-ic t h a t t h e
!j
; P l a i n t i f f w o u l d n o t h a v e d e m a n d e d h i s i n t e r e s t in s t o c k o r
..otherwise for a p e r i o d in e x c e s s o f t h r e e y e a r s from t h e t i m e

't
that he no longer was an employee of Dalbo and voluntarily left
Dalbo's employment and A-l Tank and Brine Service employment.

«l
|j

It is obvious that the corporation wanted to pay back the

j investors on the money originally placed with the corporation.
'Certainly it was the intent of the parties that the money loaned,
due to the fact that promissory notes were prepared, was to be
it

repaid by the new corporation as soon as possible.

The other

i

j|incorporators stayed with the corporation and therefore are
.entitled to their certificates based upon their contribution.
'The Plaintiff is not entitled to any stock or interest in A-l
jTank and Brine Service, Inc.
11
!

WHEREFORE, Defendants respectfully request that the Court

(rule that the said Plaintiff is not entitled to a certificate of
stock to be issued by the corporation as he did not comply with
ithe intent of the parties when the corporation was established
-5-

and further, that the By-laws as indicated by the Affidavit of
the other stockholders was such that they understood that this
was one of the provisions and requirements in order for them to
have a stock position in the Defendant corporation A-l Tank and
Brine Service, Inc.
Defendants also state that due to the long period of time
that the Plaintiff did not make any contribution to the corporation and did not at any time seek any stock for a period in
excess of three years, that he is estopped from now alleging that
he is entitled to his original stock position which would have
been granted to him had he stayed with Dalbo, Inc., for the
three year period. ^.^
DATED this X'J

day of August, 1982.
Respectfully submitted,
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT

CJrsJL

John C. Beaslm

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I do hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy
of the foregoing Memorandum to Clark B. Allred, Attorney for
Plaintiff, at 53 South 200 East, Vernal, Utah 84078, on the
y ? ^ d a y of August, 1982, postage prepaid.

. J^% r: 'sy/y

CL i j JJ

Secretary

-6-
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PILED
JOHN C. BEASLIN of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
Attorney for Defendants
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: 789-1201

AUG 3 1 |982
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF LLOYD LaDELL
SLAUGH and MARK H. McKEE

vs.
ROBERT
LaDELL
4cKEE,
TANK &
% Utah

H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
A. SLAUGH, MARK H.
MARK BATTY and A-l
BRINE SERVICE, INC.,
Corporation,

Civil No. 11,253

Defendants.
STATE OF UTAH
ZOUNTY OF UINTAH

)
: ss.
)

COMES NOW Lloyd LaDell Slaugh and Mark H. McKee under oath
m d hereby states as follows:
1.

That we and each of us reside in Uintah County, State

>f Utah and are stockholders in A-l Tank and Brine Service, Inc.,
i Utah corporation.
2.

We, and each of us hereby state that A-l Tank Rental

m d Brine Service, Inc , signed the Articles of Incorporation
.n early 1976 and the corporation was formed and has been
functioning as a Utah corporation since that time.
3.

We, and each of us purchased at that time 12 and 1/4

{hares of stock in the corporation.

We further indicate that on

October 1, 1975 we placed in the new corporation the sum of
fl1,877.50 and received for the same a promissory note with
.nterest at the rate of 10% per annum until paid.

We, and each

if us hereby state that we have since received back that original

investment together with interest due and owing on the same.

We

further state that Dan H. McKee also made a similar contribution
and that he too has been paid back the original investment
together with interest thereon.
4.

We, and each of us further state that we were aware of

the provision as set forth in Article 12 of the By-laws of the
corporation and for some reason were not signed by the stockholders at that time, but we, and each of us know that due to
the fact that Dalbo, Inc. and Robert H. Williams were going to
have to use their credit in order to get the corporation started
because of the high cost of purchasing equipment, that we all
agreed to remain as an employee of Dalbo, Inc. for a period of
three years commencing October 1, 1975 and further state that
we were aware of the fact that if we did not stay for the three
year period that all we would get back would be the return of
our investment plus a 10% interest on said contribution.
5.

We and each of us know of our own knowledge that Dan H.

McKee and the rest of the stockholders in the corporation known
as A-l Tank and Brine Service, Inc., that a condition for being
a part of the said corporation was on the basis that we would
stay with Dalbo for that period of time until the corporation
could take off on its own.
6.

We, and each of us further state that of our own

knowledge that Dan H. McKee did not stay with the corporation
for the required time and, in fact, left the corporation on
April 30, 1978 and has not rendered any services since that time
to the corporation and has not requested any stock to be dispersed!
to him.
Further your affiant saith not.
DATED this J '7 day of August, 1982

-2-

i

Lloyd LaDell Slaugh

/

Mark H. McKee
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

day of August,

982.

C /7////L

/i

f

,/dfljr„

Notary Public
Residing in Vernal, Utah
y Commission Expires:

-3-
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CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE P. ilcKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East M a m Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908

j
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF HIS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,

POBERT
LaDELL
:icKEE,
TANK &
a Utah

H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
SLAUGH, MARK H.
MARK BATTY and A-l
BRINE SERVICE, INC.
Corporation,
Defendant.

Plaintiff,
yiemorandurrt m

Dan

H„

Civil No. 11,253
McKee,

submits

the

following

Reply

Support of his Motion for Summary Judgment.

The Memorandum that the Defendants have filed in Opposition
to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment does not set
forth any disputed facts or law indicating that the Plaintiff's
lotion should not be granted.

The Defendants' Memorandum does

lot dispute the facts cited in the Plaintiff's Memorandum, and in
fact they can not, since said

facts are

taken directly

from

Defendants' responses to the Interrogatories, filed herein.
It is the position of the Plaintiff, that the rule is, chat
the Defendants did not have the power to expel the Plaintiff or

to declare a forfeiture of his stock.

Furthermore, a corporation

may not adopt a Bylaw imposing a forfeiture of ones stock unless
such power is granted by statute or the charter.
Corporation

§473

(Oregon 1887).

Budd

vs. Mullnomnah

St. Ry.

18 Am Jur 2d

Co.

15

P.

659

In Point 2 at page 5, paragraph 3 of Defendants'

Memorandum, they admit that this is the rule.

Defendants then

apparently seek to claim that they should not be subject to the
rule but give no legal basis as to why they should not be subject
to this general rule.

Defendants just seem to be of the position

that since the Plaintiff did not stay and work for Dalbo, Inc.,
the rule does not

apply

Plaintiff's interest.

and

they have

the

right

to

forfeit

That however, is not an exception to the

rule, and in fact, many

shareholders

employees of the corporation.

in corporations

are not

There is no law to support the

position taken by the Defendants that because the Plaintiff did
not remain an employee they should have a right to forfeit his
stock.
The Defendants have admitted to the general rule that they
did not have a right to forfeit the Plaintiff's stock and have
been able to cite no exception to that rule.

This is the type of

case that can be resolved by Summary Judgment, in that the issue
before the Court is a legal issue, that being whether Defendants
had a right to forfeit the Plaintiff's stock and a ruling on that
issue in favor of the Plaintiff will save the Court and the
litigants substantial time and costs.
2

WHEREFORE,

The

Plaintiff

respectfully

requests

that

the

Court grant his Motion for Summary Judgment and further requests
that if the Court is not inclined to grant his Motion, that the
Court consider having oral argument on the Motion.
DATED this 3

&ay of September, 1982.
NIELSEN & SENIOR
By:
Gayle^F/i McKeachnie

Drney

3
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C? UTAH

)
)

COl TV OF UINTAH

S3.

)

rCatnleen M. Ljnci, z sing iuly s*. orn, says:
That she is eirplcyed in tne office of NIEZLSE " & SENIOR
Gayle F. McKeacnnie and Clark a. Allred, attorneys for Plaintiff
herein:

that she served the attachedPIAINTIFF"S REPLY MEMORANDUM

IN SUPPORT OF HIS MOTION FOR upon counsel by placing a true and correct
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
corv thereon in an envelope addressed to:

John Beaslin
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
185 North Vernal AVe, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078

ard deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid
thereon, in the United States mail at Vernal, Utah on this
day ofjkpjfcyyJM^-

19^r-

,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

/
y

^/^

day of

Vk£3A5Y PU3LIC y
Residing at Vernal, Utah
My commission expires:

In the Fourth Judicial District Court
of the State of Utah
In and ForMi&xCounty
UINTAH
DAN H. McKEE,

MINUTE ENTRY

Plaintiff

CASE N U M B E R
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD LaDELL
SLAUGH, MARK H. McKEE, MARK BATTY\
and A-l TANK RENTAL & .-Defendant

DATED

H>253

October 14, 1982

George E. Ball i f

BRINE SERVICE INCORPORATEEr;
a Utah corporation,

JUDGE

This matter came before the court in accordance with Rule 2.8
of the Rules of Practice of the D i s t r i c t Courts and the court having considered the matter now enters i t s
RULING

Plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is denied.
Dated this

/ *1 day of October, 1982.

^c£:
GEORGE E. 8/U.LIF, JUDGE

Copies to: Clark B. All red
Gayle F. McKeachnie
John C. Beaslin

363 E. Main St., Vernal, Ut.
185 N. Vernal Ave., Suite 1
Vernal, Utah
84078

FILED
I""' ^ - :

CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE
NIELSEN 5c SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone (801) 789-4908
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

MOTION TO RECONSIDER
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

)

Civil No. 11,253

vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK 5c BRINE SERVICE, INC.
a Utah Corporation,
Defendant.

]
]

Plaintiff hereby moves the Court to reconsider the
Court's denial of the Plaintiff's Motion For Summary Judgment,
and more particularly requests that the Court set forth the
basis for denying the Motion, and if the Motion was denied
because the Court felt there were disputed facts which are
material to the issue that the Court, pursuant to Rule 56(d) of the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, set forth the facts that are
not controverted and direct such further proceedings as the
Court seems proper.
The Plaintiff is requesting this reconsideration and

amplification of the Court's decision because it is crucial for
further progress in the case and in preparation of the Plaintiff's
case.

The Plaintiff is requesting that the Court rule that he

is a shareholder and furthermore, that the corporation be required
to provide an accounting to the Plaintiff.

Until a determination

is made as to whether the Plaintiff is, in fact, a shareholder,
the corporation is refusing to provide any documents or other
information relating to the financial affairs of the corporation.
Therefore, it appears that this case must be bifurcated, and the
Court must first decide whether the Plaintiff is, in fact, a
shareholder.

If the Court determines the Plaintiff is a

shareholder then it would be entitled to the additional relief
requested and the corporation would be required to provide
the discovery requested.
The Defendants have taken the position that the Plaintiff is
not a shareholder because of a forfeiture provision which was
placed in some bylaws which were never adopted by the corporation.
Those facts are undisputed, as well as "he other facts that were
set forth in the Plaintiff's Memorandum.

Defendants did file an

Affidavit referring to certain alleged oral agreements that were
made.

However, it is the position of the Plaintiff that the

actual documents of the corporation are controlling, and that the
law specifically provides that a clause placed in bylaws, especially when the bylaws have not been adopted, will not allow

forfeiture of one's stock.
The Plaintiff needs to know whether the Court felt there
were disputed facts relating to the alleged oral agreements
that were made and therefore, a trial needs to be held on those
facts, or whether the Court was disagreeing with the Plaintiff's
position, and holding that the corporation could, in fact,
forfeit the Plaintiff's shares pursuant to a clause in bylaws
which had not been adopted.

In order to further advance this

case, and for the Plaintiff to adequately prepare and move
forward the Plaintiff needs to know what position the Court is
going to take on the law in the case.
Therefore, the Plaintiff respectfully requests that
the Court reconsider its ruling and that the Court set forth
its reasons for denying the Motion, and if the Motion was
denied because the Court felt there were material facts in
dispute, that the Court set forth those facts which are not
in dispute and provide that the remaining issues of fact,
material to the issue set forth in the Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, be set for trial so that a decision can be
made on that issue.
DATED this

*?J7

day of October,

£

Clark
NIELSEN 5c SENIOR
Attorney for Plaintiff

Gayle F^McKeachnie
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorney for Plaintiff

MAILING CERTIFICATE
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF UINTAH

)
)
)

ss.

Kathleen M. Lynch, being duly sworn, says:
That she is employed m

the office of NIELSEN & SENIOR

Gayle F. McKeachnie and Clark B. Allred, attorneys for Plaintiff
MOTION TO RECONSIDER
herein: that she served the attached
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY
~~
JUDGMENT
upon counsel by placing a true and correct
copy thereon in an envelope addressed to:
John Beaslin
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE 5c VINCENT
185 North Vernal Ave, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078

and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid
thereon, m

the United States mail at Vernal, Utah on this

day of / ('LL&'O

SX y

198J£.

A
M t/i ( c, ,S7V] y)ln^a
Subscribed and sworn to before me nhis

(PrJlA*^

^f^*

cay of

198 O..
NOTARY PUBLIC
Residing at Vernal, Utah

My commission expires:

<-*:>

JOHN C. BEASLIN of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke 6c Vincent
Attorney for Defendants
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone:
789-1201
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IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,
vs .
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK B^TTY and A-l
TANK 5c BRINE SERVICE, INC.
a Utah Corporation,

ANSWER TO MOTION TO
RECONSIDER PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Civil No. 11,253

Defendant.
Defendant hereby answers the Motion to Reconsider in the
following manner:
Defendant alleges that there are facts in dispute and
further states that the plaintiff, by his own conduct in leaving
the employment of the corporation on April 30, 1978, was not
then and is not now entitled to any stock in the corporation.
Due to the fact that he is not a stockholder in the corporation,
he certainly is not entitled to the benefit of looking at any
of the corporate documents or other information relating to the
financial affairs of the corporation.

The plaintiff above-named did in fact receive his investment from the corporation together with interest thereon and
did not comply with the agreement of the parties who formed the
corporation and further he did not obligate himself for the
repayment of any of the debts of the corporation and as such
is not entitled to receive the benefits of the corporation as
a shareholder.
There are issues of fact as set forth in the Affidavits
of the other stockholders indicating the agreement between the
parties and setting forth how they were to receive their shares
of stock in the corporation.
In addition thereto the plaintiff is guilty of laches,

m

that after leavirg the employment of defendant he did not assert
any claim for his stock which would have been issued to him had
he stayed in the employment of Dalbo, Inc., for the required
three (3) year period.
Counsel for the defendant hereby states that all of the
issues before the Court should be determined and the denial of
the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment should be upheld.
SEDATED this
S ^ day of November, 1982.
BEASLIN, NYGAARD, COKE & VINCENT

John C. Beaslm
Attorney for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of
the foregoing Answer to Motion to Reconsider Plaintiff's Motion
for Summary Judgment to Clark B

Allred and Gayle F. McKeachnie,

NIELSEN & SENIOR, Attorneys for Plaintiff, 363 East Main Street,
Vernal, Utah 84078, on this

5

day of November, 1982,

postage prepaid.

Secretary

IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

DAN H. McKEE,

Civil No. 11,253
Plaintiff,

VS.

R U L I N G

ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, et al,
Defendants.

The Court on October 14th rendered its Ruling that plaintiff's
Motion for Summary Judgment be denied, and thereafter on November 1,
1982, plaintiff filed a "Motion to Reconsider. . . . "

the Ruling.

The Rules of Procedure do not recognize a "Motion to Reconsider".

However, since the Ruling of the Court has not been imple-

mented by an order, and since the case will be heard by a judge of
the Seventh District, this Court deems it appropriate to avoid the
limitations such a ruling will place on the court hearing the matter
on its merits and therefore elects to rescind the Ruling of the court
dated October 14, 1982, and refer the matter back to Judge Davidson
of the Seventh District for his consideration of the plaintiff's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
Counsel for plaitiff is directed to prepare an Order consistent
with the foregoing Ruling for entry herein.
Dated at Provo, Utah County, Utah this H*
1983.

day of January,

s
GEORGE

E.^ALLIF'TJUDGS/

c

'j pn
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH C O - U ^ g . ^ ^
UINTAH COUNTY UTAH

STATE OF UTAH

MAY 2 G 1983
DAN N. McKEE,
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM DECISION

vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK RENTAL & BRINE SERVICE
INC., a Utah corporation,
Defendants.

Civil No. 11,253

This matter came before the Court for hearing, counsel stipulated
that this matter be resubmitted to the Court for its decision
on the memoranda filed herein.

based

After reviewing the entire file and

all memoranda submitted, the court makes the following memorandum
decision.
In this matter, the issue presented for decision is whether or
not a provision in the unexecuted by-laws of a corporation will work
a forfeiture of a shareholder's stock.
It is clear to the Court that even though no stock was issued to
plaintiff, he was entitled to such issuance and, therefore, was a
shareholder in the defendant corporation.

His ownership of stock,

therefore, would be subsequently forfeited if the provision m
unexecuted by-laws is enforced.
stock was any kind of bonus.

the

No claim has been raised that the

Neither has any claim been

raised that

the condition of employment was additional compensation for such

stock.

It seems clear that the by-laws would simply work a for-

feiture of plaintiff's ownership interest.
The general rule in matters of this sort is that a by-law
cannot work a forfeiture of stock unless authority is given in
the corporate charter.
authority.

No claim has been made of any such

Therefore, plaintiff remains a shareholder in the

defendant corporation.
Plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment is granted.
DATED this ^ ^ day of May, 1983.

District Judge

cc:

Gayle F. McKeachnie & Clark B. Allred
John C. Beaslm
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GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE
CLARK B. ALLRED
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,

]
ORDER
Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK RENTAL & BRINE SERVICE,
INC., a Utah Corporation,
Defendants.

Civil No. 11,253

The above captioned matter came before the Court, pursuant
to Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment*

The matter

having been referred to the Court by Judge Ballif and counsel of
the

parties

having

stipulated

that

the

matter

should

be

resubmitted to the Court for its decision and the Court having
reviewed the file and Memoranda submitted by the parties and
being fully advised makes the following findings:
1.

The issue before the Court is whether a provision in

the unexecuted bylaws of A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc.,
will work a forfeiture of Plaintiff, Dan H. McKee's, stock.
2.

It is clear that even though the Plaintiff was not

issued stock, he was entitled to have stock issued and was a

shareholder of A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc.
3.
Defendant

%

If the provisions in the unexecuted bylaws of the
corporation

are

enforced

the

Plaintiff's

stock

ownership would be forfeited*
4.

No claim has been raised that the stock constitute a

bonus, nor has any claim been

raised

that

a

condition

of

employment was additional compensation for the stock.
5.

The Court finds that the issue before the Court can be

determined as a matter of law and based upon the pleadings and
documents filed herein, there is no material issue of fact in
dispute relating to the issue.
6.

The Court determines, as a matter of

law, that a

provision in corporate bylaws cannot work a forfeiture of stock
unless such authority is given in the corporate charter.

In the

present case there is no such authority given in the corporate
charter and therefore Plaintiff remains a shareholder of A-l Tank
Rental & Brine Service, Inc.
The Court having made the above findings hereby;
ORDERS, ADJUDGES and DECREES, that Plaintiff's Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment is granted, that the Plaintiff's shares
in A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., have not been forfeited
and said corporation is hereby directed to issue to Plaintiff a
stock certificate evidencing his stock ownership.
DATED this / / d a y of June, 1983,
I

'

Hichard
C. Davidson
iRicha
District Judge
2

F1L60
UINTAH CCUWT^. J

JOHN R. ANDERSON
JOHN C. BEASLIN of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent
Attorneys for Defendants
185 North Vernal Avenue, Suite 1
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-1201

JULl ? ttSa
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IN THE SUPREME COURT
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
Plaintiff,
vs.

:

ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK RENTAL & BRINE SERVICE,
INC., a Utah Corporation,
Defendants.

PETITION FOR INTERMEDIATE
APPEAL

:
Case No. //, J

S3

:

COME NOW the defendants in the above captioned matter, by
and through their attorney, John R. Anderson of the firm of
Beaslin, Nygaard, Coke & Vincent, and serves and files the within petition to grant an appeal and alleges that the order appealed
from based upon the granting of the motion for partial summary
judgment is in all respects a final order in that the order of
the District Court determining that plaintiff is a stockholder is
primary and decisive of all of the remaining issues in the case
and further that a reversal of that finding will dispose of all
of the other issues pending in the case.

The order appealed from is the order of the District Court
finding and granting plaintiff's motion for partial summary
judgment to the effect that the plaintiff was and therefore
remains a shareholder in A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc.
A copy of said order is attached hereto and incorporated herein
by this reference.
The granting of the appeal at this time will bring the
primary issue of the case into focus for which defendants believe
there has been error in law and is in the best interest of the
parties, will not prejudice the plaintiff, and if decided on the
merits will totally dispose of the remaining issues in the case
if reversed or will substantially lighten the judicial administration of the case if affirmed.
WHEREFORE, the defendants respectfully petition the court
for its order granting a right to file an appeal upon the
dispostive issue of the within case and for further relief.
DATED this

/l^-day of July,

1983

BEXs]«IN,^r6AARD^?dOKE & VINCENT

Fohn R. Anderson

- 2-

ul<tc^

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of
the foregoing Petition for Intermediate Appeal to Gayle F.
McKeachnie and Clark B. Allred, Nielsen & Senior, Attorneys tor
Plaintiff, 363 East Main Street, Vernal, Utah 84078, on this
/5

day of July, 1983, postage prepaid.

/7////L

/jUy/Z/A/YbtoJ

'aula Williams, Secretary -
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NIELSEN

RAYMOND T SENIOR
ARTHUR H NIELSEN, P C
JOSEPH L HENRIOD
MICHAEL GOTTFREDSON
DALE JAY CURTIS
G A Y L E F McKEACHNIE
GARY A WESTON
EARL JAY PECK
RICHARD G ALLEN
K E N T B SCOTT
STEVEN H STEWART
STEPHEN L HENRIOD
CLARK R NIELSEN
B KENT LUDLOW
O A V I O M SWOPE
JONATHAN L REID
BRUCE J NELSON
CLARK B ALLRED
DAVID L RASMUSSEN
T H O M A S L MONSON
JEFFREY M JONES
JOHN K MANGUM
JAMES L CHRISTENSEN
DAVID F EVANS
A N N A W DRAKE
RICHARD K HINCKS
THOMAS C JEPPERSON
BRADFORO C NIELSON
N O E L S HYDE
DOUGLAS K PEHRSON
R O B E R T P FAUST
JANE H WISE

& SENIOR

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
ATTORNEYS

ANO

COUNSELORS

SAL! LAKE OFFICE
1100 BENEFICIAL LIFE TOWER
36 SOUTH STATE STREET
PO BOX 11808
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84147
TELEPHONE (801) 532-1900

363 EAST MAIN
VERNAL, UTAH 84078
TELEPHONE (801) 789-4908

VERNAL OFFICE
GAYLEF McKEACHNIE
CLARK B ALLRED
ROBERTP FAUST

June 30, 1983
OF COUNSEL
RAYMOND B HOLBROOK

TELECOPIER (801) 532-1913

Mr. John C. Beaslin
Attorney at Law
185 North Vernal Avenue
Vernal, Utah 84078
RE-

[Jan A, McKee vs. Robert H. Williams et.al.

Dear Mr. Beaslin:
The Court has now ruled that Mr. McKee is a shareholder
of A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc., and has further
directed that a certificate be issued evidencing his stock
ownership. Pursuant to the ruling of the Court, we request
that the following be provided within 15 days:
A.

The Stock Certificate evidencing Mr, McKee*s
stock ownership.

b.

The books, records of accounts, minutes, and
other corporate records for examination and
copying by Mr, McKee and his accountant,

Utah Code Annotated §16-10-4/ provides that any shareholder, upon written demand shall have the right to examine
in person, or by agent or attorney, at any reasonable time
or times for the proper purpose the books, records of accounts,
minutes, and records of shareholders, and make extracts therefrom. That statute further provides that any officer or agent
who refuses to allow examination of the books shall be liable
for a penalty of 10% of the value of the shares owned by the
shareholder, together with other damages afforded by law.
That section also requires that upon written demand the
Corporation shall mail to the shareholder its annual and
quarterly financial statement showing in reasonable detail
the assets, liabilities and results of the operation of the
business.
On October 30, 1981, such written demand was made upon
the Corporation, which Corporation through Mr. Williams refused to provide the records requested, upon the grounds that

Mr. John C. Beaslin
June 30, 1983
Page 2
Mr, McKee was not a shareholder. The Court has now determined
that he is a shareholder and this letter is to constitute
written demand for the records set forth herein. We, of
course, will look to enforce the penalty clause of §16-10-47,
upon continued refusal to provide the records requested.
Very truly yours,
NL&LSEN & SENIOR

dlails B. Allred
CBA/sr

CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah
84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908

"^QZSISV1-

IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF I JTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
FINDINGS OF FACT
RE: CONTEMPT

Plaintiff,
vs,
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H. McKEE,
MARK BATTY and A-l TANK RENTAL,
& BRINE SERVICE, INC., a
Utah Corporation,
Defendants.

The

Civil No, 11,253

aM- e

•ar-

:*

rore

.t= • • - r* * Oruei

trie court. - ; Xirrr,

d^ted Februarv

Tne. Plaintiff was present .ani: representee
r, Alxred,
ana

Defendants

-

* •
< *~ <

-

attorney, George Daines

.-.
present

anr

then

witnesses, which

court

havjnq

represented

h
:

* - ti

. <r^<= t,

,, -:*•-<?.

i r guirtexit regarding various legal issues a~c
included

the

present and counsel for the Pla.inti-'*
The

.

,... . >\:: ;<aDe: . Slauqr:

uefendar* , vidr- Rat*

but was represented hv ha <=• a*-*, i-J^
The O urt hf»ard

--..

rei.tived

that

t r* —

Defendan- •- * --

••

testimony,

c . *-,-: ^ ;, testified.
hereby

enters

the

following Findings of Fact:
1.

This Court signed an Order on July 27, 1983, directing

that the Defendants provide to the Plaintiff an accounting on a
monthly basis which Order sets forth in detail the items to be
included in the accounting.
2.

On October 25, 1983, the Court held a hearing regarding

the failure by Defendants to deliver to the Plaintiff the stock
certificate and the failure to provide the monthly accounting.
All parties were present, including the individual Defendants and
heard the terms of the Court's Order.
3.

Following

the October

25, 19 83, hearing

the Court's

Order was reduced to writing and signed by the Court on November
3, 19 84, which Order required the Defendants, within 10 days from
October

25,

1983,

to

provide

the

stock

certificate

to

the

Plaintiff and to provide the monthly accountings within 30 days
from October 25, 198 3.
4.

The

individual

Defendants

all

knew

of

the

Orders

previously referred to and the terms thereof.
5.

Defendant, Robert H. Williams, and Defendant, Mark H.

McKee, as president and secretary respectively, had the ability
to comply with the Order and provide the stock certificate and
accountings ordered by the Court.
6.

The Defendants, on the advise of their legal counsel,

knowingly and intentionally refused to comply with the Orders of
the Court and refused to deliver the stock certificate or the
2

accountings.
7.

I;*.:.*.:- ;..i- incurred, ~s- damages, the sum cf $671.50

as reasonable attorney lees anri $22.50 in costs herein.
DATED this

day of March, \l>tt4.

District Judge

3

MAILING CERTIFICATE
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF UINTAH

)
)
)

ss.

Mary Ann Raymond, being duly sworn, says:
That she is employed in the office of NIELSEN & SENIOR LAW
FIRM, Clark B. Allred attorney for

Dan McKee

herein: that she served the attached Findings Of Fact RE: Contempt
upon counsel by placing a true and correct copy thereon in an
envelope addressed to:

Mr. George Daines
Attorney For Defendants
128 North Main Street
Logan, UT 84 321

and deposited the same, sealed, with first class postage prepaid
thereon, in the United States mail at Vernal, Utah, on the
day of

V \\-> ,\ v _

i Jsi

~ ~

, 198A.

\

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

Gfr\A

Q£ -

. 1984.
OTARY PUBLIC
P U B L I C N
JOTARY
lg at Vernal, Utah

My Commission Expires

day of

CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. MCKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908
TtJ rur

SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

DAN H. McKEE,
JUDGMENT AND ORDER
Plaintiff,
vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H. McKEE,
MARK BATTY and A-l TANK RENTAL
& BRINE SERVICE, INC., a
Utah Corporation,
Defendants.

Civil No.. 11 ,25 3

The above captioned matter came before the Court on March
27, 1984, pursuant t

* he C-,:rL's Or.'er dated February .i , ly.44.

Plaintiff was pr--'-Allied,

.-: esentec by his attorney, Clark B.

Defendants, Robert H, Williams, Lloyd LaDell Slaugh and

Mark H. McKe?e were present
George Daines.

and represented

[*v t hie i r dttorney,

Defendarn , n<;r.k batty, was not present, but was

represented by his attorney, George Daines.
Testimony was received from the three Defenda
present, and it was si :i pul a tec! I h, i Defendant!. Mark Batty t would
iesf

:J

fv

the

other.

three

Defendants

testified

testimony was received from counsel for the Plain*

and

also

The
heard

Court having received

the testimony

of the parties,

argument of counsel and having entered its Findings of

Fact, hereby;
ORDERS, ADJUDGES AND DECREES that:
1.

The Court hereby denies the Motion and the argument of

Defendant's counsel that the failure of the Clerk's office to
docket the previous Orders, entered herein, is jurisdictional.
2.

The Defendants, herein, are in contempt of Court, in

particular Utah Code Ann. §78-32-1(5) for their failure to comply
with the Orders previously entered.

The Orders are those dated

July 27, 1983 and November 3, 1983.

Defendants are subject to

the sanctions provided in Utah Code Ann. §7 8-32-11 and Utah Code
Ann. §78-32-12 as the contempt herein is civil contempt.
3.

The

finding

of

contempt

is

supported

by

clear

and

convincing evidence.
4.

Defendant, A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., is

hereby ordered to pay to the Plaintiff, as damages and reasonable
attorney fees, incurred herein, as a result of the contempt of
the

Defendants, the

sum of

$671.50, together with

$22.50

in

Defendant, Robert H. Williams, is hereby ordered

to

costs.
5.

deliver to the Court on or before 9:00 a.m. March 28, 1984, the
stock

certificate

for

Plaintiff's

shares

in

the

Defendant

corporation which stock certificate shall be in the Plaintiff's
name.

If Defendant, Robert H. Williams, fails to deliver said
2

certificate •:. • - before March 28, 1984, at 9; no a, m, , Defendant,
Williams, will L>& I:*. Msoned

in lln> liintdh County *jail until he*,

cornpl les.
6,

The Court will hold the stock certificate in the Court

file ar: '"•••e,

r.

not r- * --^

-

>l -

*

- •. remaining ror decision

- - * conc.asiOL of the
hi? case,

?ne Crurt notes tha* ct trie c o n c i s i o n
tn- stati'v

?f tile C

-

certit^^L
I;\

* -

Defendar*
C.- **

..-.

.

of cr^ r.ei • - ..

c . .:v,«: t :- aeiiverec tc use
-

IGJ.K

Renta^

-» r.rine Service,

^rne oi '.nr Plaintiff in the amount, oi
Robert
-

n.

*.*.;*..-

represented

-

J 2.5% oi imit

', • -Scr^ ••?.

represented

to

the

issued and outstanding

stock of A-3 Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc, , which ainoi int was
the

same

number

*:c

other ""Jian i'etei'.ad- \
DATED this

^

' -. *-

• • "1 i verpd

in I lit:« other

shareholders

.-..., iams. day or. JidrcftT 1984.
Richard C. Davidson
District Judge
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CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. McKEACHKIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 64C78
Telephone: (801) ^89-4908
IN 7X1 SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DA:: H. KCYLI,

)

)
)

Plaimff,
vs.

FINDINGS, ORDER
AND JUDGMENT

)

ROBERT K. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGK, MARK E.
KcYZE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK PENTAL i BRINE SERVICE,
INC,, a Utah Corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. 11,253

The above captioned matter came before the Court for hearing
on March 5, 1985.

Plaintiff was present and represented by his

attorneys, Clark E. Allred and Gayle F. McKeachnie.

Defendants

were present and represented by their attorney, N. George Daines.
The purpose of the hearing was to determine the three remaining
issues in the case.

Those issues were the amount of attorney

fees to be awarded to the Plaintiff as a result of the benefit
conferred on the Defendant corporation in the derivative action,
the remedy

to be applied by the Court pursuant to the Jury's

Findings, Nos. 4 and 7, and the amount of costs to be awarded to
Plaintiff,

pursuant

to

Plaintiff's

Memorandum

of

Costs

and

Disbursements and Defendants1 Motion to Strike Bill of Costs and
Disbursements.
The parties previously reserved, until this time, testimony
as to the amount of attorney
evidence

was

received

attorney

fees.

The

by

fees to be awarded.

the

Court

Court

also

regarding

reviewed

the

Therefore,

the

issue

legal

of

Memoranda

submitted by the parties and heard argument by counsel for the
The

parties.

Court

being

fully

advised

makes

the

following

findings .
FINDINGS
1.
service

The

costs

incurred

fees, witness

chargeable
SSE3.62

as

and

costs
are

the

fees

by

and

pursuant
first

Plaintiff
deposition

to
ten

Rule

54.

items

Memorandum, of Costs and Disbursements.

for

filing

costs
Those

listed

on

are

fees,

properly

items

total

Plaintiff's

The depositions were used

by the Plaintiff in the trial for the examining of Defendants and
are properly taxable as costs.
2.

Plaintiff incurred total legal fees of $21,998.50 since

the decision made by the Court that Plaintiff was a shareholder.
Plaintiff

has

also

incurred

additional

expenses

for

copies,

Kestlaw charges, telephone charges, postal charges and accounting
expert fees of ?1,291.02.
3.
benefited

The attorney fees and costs incurred by Plaintiff both
the

Plaintiff

and

the

Defendant

corporation.

The

benefits to the parties and the work performed by the attorneys
2

for

the

Plaintiff

were

intertwined

and

the

legal

services

benefited both parties as it related to claims raised by both the
derivative action and the Plaintifffs individual claims*
4.

The Defendant corporation received the largest benefit

as a result of the verdict entered herein.

The attorney fees

therefore should correlate to the amount of benefit received by
the

Plaintiff

and

the

Defendant

corporation.

Based

on

the

benefit conferred upon t.ne Defendant corporation as a result of
the

derivative

charged

action, the

amount

of

attorney

time

and

fees

to the Plaintiff and the manner in which the ca^p was

handled by the Plaintiff's attorneys, the Flamtiff is entitled
tc recover from the Defendant corporation a reasonable attorneys1
fee

:r. the

amount

cf

S15,0CC.0C

and

is

also

entitled

to

reimbursement of 68% of the expenses incurred or $877.89.
5.

The parties, pursuant tc Stipulation, agreed that the

remedy to be applied as a result of the Jury's Findings, Nos. 4
and 7, was that the Court would supervise the sale of the stock
of all of the Defendants.
ORDER AND JUDGMENT
Pursuant to the above Findings the Court hereby;
ORDERS, ADJUDGES AND DECREES that:
1*

Plaintiff

is

hereby

awarded

Defendants, Robert H. Williams, Lloyd

judgment
LaDell

against

Slaugh, Mark

the
H.

McKee, Mark Batty and A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, for the
costs incurred in the amount of $985.63.
3

2.

Plaintiff is hereby awarded judgment against Defendant,

A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., for the attorney fees and
expenses incurred in the amount of $15,877.89.
3.

It is hereby Ordered

Plaintiff

and

the

that all the stock held by the

Defendants

m

A-l

Tank

Rental

Service, Inc., be scld to the highest bidder.

and

Brine

Written bids are

tc be subnitiec re the Clerk of the Court on or before 5:00 p.m.
June 2, 1985.
that

rne

The bid must be accompanied by adequate assurances

party

submitting

the

bid

purchase price set forth in the bid.
Service,

Inc., is tc advertise

the

can

perform

and

pay

the

A-l Tank Rental and Brine
sale

in appropriate

trade

journals and is tc make all cf its bocks and assets available for
inspection by potential buyers.
Defendants

The Plaintiff and the individual

shall also be entitled
appropriate

in

advertising

they

stock.

Any of the parties to this action are entitled to submit
The parties are also entitled

the

reasonable

action

bids.

deem

tc take whatever

sale

of the

to enter into agreements

with ether parties and enter joint bids.
10:0C a.m. the Court will open the bids.

On June ', 1985, at

The bid opening will be

in the Seventh Judicial Courtroom in Uintah County, Vernal, Utah.
After opening the bids, the Court will announce the name of the
bidder and the amount of the highest bid.

The Court will then

open the matter for receiving of additional bids.

Upon receipt

of any further additional bids the Court will direct that the
stock

be

sold

to

the

highest
4

qualified

bidder.

The

term

qualified

shall mean adequate ability to pay

the amount bid.

Upon receipt of the bid price the proceeds will be distributed
among the Defendants and Plaintiff pursuant to their respective
stock ownership*
4.

This Order concludes all issues and matters before the

District Court.
tne

Ccurt

m

This Order shall constitute the final Order of
this

natter

as

there

are

no

other

decisions left for the District Court tc decide.
DATED this

day of March, 19 85.
Richard C. Davidson
District Judce

5

issues

cr

MAILING CERTIFICATE
STATE OF UTAH

)
) ss.
)

COUNTY OF UINTAH

Kathleen M. Lynch, being duly sworn, says:
That she is employed ir. the office of NIELSEN & SENIOR,
Clark E. Allred, attorney for Dan McKee
nerein: that she served the attached Findings, Order And Judgment

upon counsel by placing a true and correct copy thereon in an
envelope addressed tc:
Kr. N. George Daines
DAIKES & KANE
12S North Kain
Logan, Utah 84321

and deposited the sar.e. sealed, with first class postage prepaid
thereon, in the United States mail at Vernal, Utah, on the /
day of /Th

y_sj^

, 1985.

Kathleen K. Lynch
Subscribed and sworn to bexore me this

:ij::\ch

iI ' '

day of

, i985.
/

f

Notary P u b l i c " T
Residing at Vernal, Utah
Mv Condission Expires:

7 r^/uy-. 9,

tC/

K

CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.

ORDER AND
JUDGMENT

)

ROBERT K. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK K.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK PENTAL & BRINE SERVICE,
INC., a Uiah Corporation,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil No. 11,253

The above captioned matter came before the court on June 4,
19£5 pursuant tc the court's order of April 17, 1985.
had

beer, submitted

which

were

opened

by

the

Three bids

court with

the

highest bid being submitted by the Plaintiff in the amount of
$570,000.00.

The court then opened the matter for bidding and an

additional bid was entered by the four individual defendants for
$571,000.00.

No further bids were received by the court.

An

issue was then raised by the defendants regarding whether the
indebtedness of A-l Tank should be deducted from the bid price as
w7ell as the sufficiency of the assurances of the plaintiff.

The

court continued the matter until June 6, 1985 at 9:00 a.m.
The matter came again before the court on June 6, 19 8 5 at
9:00 a.m.

Plaintiff was present and represented by his counsel

and defendants were present and represented by their counsel.

A

motion was made by the plaintiff requesting that the court either
order the defendants to pay $571,000.00 for the stock pursuant to
the bid on June 4th, or in the alternative, that the court direct
that the corporation be dissolved, that a receiver be appointed
and the assets sold.
that

the

order

of

The basis of the plaintiff's motion was
April

17,

1985

was

clear

and

that

the

defendants had interfered with the lending institutions thereby
making it impossible for the plaintiff to presently submit a new
bid.

Argument was heard from counsel.

The court also reviewed

and made part of the court file, four letters dated June 4 th
delivered
from

to the court by the defendants, these letters being

E.F.

Hutton,

ITT Credit,

Zions

First

National

Bank

and

defendants' counsel.
The court having heard argument of counsel, having reviewed
the documents submitted to the court and based on other evidence
presented through other proceedings as well as this proceeding,
finds

that

the

public

sale

of

stock

as

contemplated

by

the

court's order of April 17th, will not give plaintiff an adequate
remedy and the court therefore finds that an adequate remedy for
the plaintiff for the oppressive conduct of the defendants is
that A-l Tank Rental and Brine Service, Inc. shall pay to the
plaintiff

the

sum

of

$50,000.00

in

exchange

for

his

stock.

Pursuant to the findings of the court, it is hereby
ORDER, ADJUDGED and DECREED that:
1.
A-l

Tank

Plaintiff is hereby granted judgment against defendant,
Rental

&

Brine

Service,
2

Inc.

in

the

amount

of

$50,000.00.

The

plaintiff's stock.

$50,000.00*

is

for

the

purchase

of

the

Upon payment of the $50,000.00 plaintiff's

stock which is on deposit with the court will be delivered to A-l
Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc.

This judgment is in addition

to the previous judgments entered in favor of the plaintiff.
2.

Defendants have requested that the court set an amount

for a supercedeas bond.

Based on the judgments entered, it is

hereby ordered that a supercedeas bond posted by the defendants
must be in the amount of $90,000.00 either in cash or corporate
surety bond.

If the bond is a real property bond it must be in

the amount of $180,000.00.
DATED this

day of June, 19 55.

Richard C. Davidson
District Judge
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DATED this 14th day of May, 1985.
DAINES &. KANE

N. George Daines
Attorney for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of May, 1985, I mailed
true
and correct copy of the foregoing to:
a
Clark B. Allred
Gayle F. McKeachnie
NIELSEN & SENIOR
363 East Main Street
Vernal, UT 84078
^-^Seoretary

&

CLARK B. ALLRED
GAYLE F. McKEACHNIE
NIELSEN & SENIOR
Attorneys for Plaintiff
363 East Main Street
Vernal, Utah 84078
Telephone: (801) 789-4908
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UINTAH COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
DAN H. McKEE,
i

JUDGMENT ON THE
VERDICT

Plaintiff,

vs.
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, LLOYD
LaDELL SLAUGH, MARK H.
McKEE, MARK BATTY and A-l
TANK RENTAL & BRINE SERVICE,
INC., a Utah Corporation,

•;
Civil No. 11,253

Defendant.

The above captioned matter came before the Court for trial
on October 24, 1984, before a jury and the jury having returned
its verdict on October

27, 1984, and the Court having heard

argument

January

by

counsel

on

8,

1985, regarding

the

jury

findings and being fully advised, hereby;
ORDERS, ADJUDGES AND DECREES that:
1.

Plaintiff is hereby awarded judgment against Defendant,

A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., in the amount of $5,000.00
as

a

penalty

Plaintiff's

for

failure

request of June

to

produce

30, 1983.

records

pursuant

The Court denies

to
any

penalty for the requests that were not complied with prior to the
determination by the Court that the Plaintiff is a shareholder.

2.

Defendant, A-l Tank Rental & Brine Service, Inc., is

hereby ordered to pay to Plaintiff as a dividend or gift the sum
of $13,958.86 and Plaintiff is awarded judgment in that amount.
3.
hereby

Defendant, A-l Tank Rental £ Brine Service, Inc., is
awarded

a

judgment

against

the

individual Defendants,

Robert H. Williams, Mark H. McKee, LaDell Slaugh and Mark Batty,
in the amount of $81,556.00.

The judgment is to be allocated

between the four individual Defendants on the percentage basis of
:he

amount

of

money

each

Defendant

had

borrowed

from

the

'corporation as represented by the Promissory Notes received in
evidence.
4.

The Plaintiff is entitled to an award of a portion of

his attorney fees for the benefits conferred upon the corporation
through the derivative action.
5.
attorney

The Court hereby reserves for hearing the amount of
fees to be awarded to the Plaintiff as well as the

remedy it should impose based upon jury findings no. 4 and 7.
The hearing on those two issues is set for February 20, 1985, at
10:00 a.m.

The judgments entered herein shall not be final for

purposes of appeal nor for execution until the Courtfs
decision on February 20, 1985.
DATED this

day of January. 1985.

A/

,

/RijZhard C. Davidson
District Judge

N. George Daines
Attorney for Defendants

final

MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of
the foregoing document on the /7&~day of January, 1986 to the
following:
Clark B. Allred
Gayle F. McKeachnie
NIELSEN & SENIOR
363 East Main Street
Vernal, UT 84078

'N. George Daines

